
                                                
  

Prosegur Crypto becomes the crypto custodian of the 

Spanish protocol Bit2Me.  

● The Spanish platform will keep part of their funds in the Prosegur Crypto custody 
solution where they will thus benefit from a new security dimension in the custody of 
their crypto assets. 

● Prosegur Crypto is a unique model in the world. Its crypto asset custody solution 
integrates the most cutting-edge cryptographic technology with the most advanced 
physical security protocols that exist. 

● Prosegur Crypto will use Bit2Me as one of its cryptocurrency liquidity providers for its 
clients. 

Madrid, November 4th, 2021- Bit2Me, a Spanish company that offers technological financial 
services based on cryptocurrencies, will keep part of its funds in Prosegur Crypto, Prosegur Cash's 
cryptocurrency custody service. 

Bit2Me is configured as one of the first Spanish companies to use a maximum level of protection 
- both physically and digitally - for its cryptocurrencies. With this collaboration, Bit2Me once again 
demonstrates its innovative genetics by storing part of the cryptocurrency income of its business 
in the security company's next-generation custody services. 

It should be noted that the digital asset custody service developed by Prosegur Crypto is 
completely pioneering and innovative in the world since there is no similar crypto asset storage 
and management proposal on the market today. This custody solution, known as Crypto Bunker, 
integrates the most cutting-edge cryptographic technology with the most advanced physical 
security protocols that exist. It is an environment based on a 360º inaccessibility approach, which 
has two cold systems, six integrated security layers and more than 100 protection measures. 

Thanks to this agreement, Bit2me clients will benefit from the confidence offered by having a 
level of custody of these characteristics. 

“At Bit2Me we constantly innovate, proof of this has been the launch of the largest ICO in the 
history of Spain, in order to continue being the preferred platform in the market offering safe and 
easy-to-use solutions. We also want to bring the greatest trust to our clients by being at the 
forefront of security in the custody of our crypto assets. For all this, we have chosen Prosegur 
Crypto as the most advanced solution among all the current custody solutions that exist in the 
market ”, states Leif Ferreira, co-founder and CEO of Bit2Me. 

“We are very satisfied that a company like BIt2Me, a leader and innovator in the cryptocurrency 
sector, has trusted in our custody solution. The Crypto Bunker is, without a doubt, one of the most 
innovative and secure solutions that exist in the world. The physical-digital combination solves 
real problems for many operators in the crypto ecosystem. The managers of these funds are 
increasingly aware of the need to have the most advanced capabilities for the protection of their 
assets and Prosegur Crypto responds to this need without having to address the high investments 
they require ”, says Raimundo Castilla, CEO by Prosegur Crypto 
 

https://bit2me.com/es/
https://www.prosegurcrypto.com/

